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A Study on the Body Attachment Stiffness for the Road Noise
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The ride and noise characteristics of a vehicle are significantly affected by the vibration

transferred to the body through the chassis mounting points in the engine and suspension. It is

known that body attachment stiffness is an important factor of idle noise and road noise for

NVH performance improvement. The body attachment stiffness serves as a route design aimed

at isolating the vibration generated inside the car due to the exciting force of the engine or road.

The test result of the body attachment stiffness is shown in the FRF curve data; the stiffness level

and sensitive frequency band are recorded by the data distribution. The stiffness data is used for

analyzing the parts that fail to meet the target stiffness at a pertinent frequency band. The

analysis shows that the target frequency band is between 200 and 500 Hz. As a result of the

comparison in a mounted suspension, the analysis data is comparable to the test data. From

these results, there is a general agreement between the predicted and measured responses. This

procedure makes it possible to find the weak points before a proto car is produced, and to

suggest proper design guidelines in order to improve the stiffness of the body structure.

Key Words: Body Attachment Stiffness, Bush Dynamic Stiffness, Vibration Isolation,

NVH (Noise, Vibration and Harshness)

1. Introduction

The development of a high stiffness body is re

quired to improve the performance of crashwor
thiness, NVH, and durability. However, a high

stiffness body demands a heavy weight and a high

cost due to the increase of panel thickness and the

use of reinforcing members. In order to achieve

the goal of reducing the fuel consumption of a

vehicle, design optimization is needed to satisfy

both development objectives of a high stiffness
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body and a fuel-efficient car. (Ki-Chang and

Chan-Mook, 2004)

Specifications for the vibration performance of a
global body structure are established through two
steps. The first step is a frequency domain "mode

map" constructed to minimize the interaction of

a vehicle's subsystems. Secondly, computer simu

lation models are used for guidelines in the initial

stage of design. The frequency domain allocation

of a vehicle in the level resonant models is a pro

cess called "mode mapping". This process con

siders the input force from the road and the en

gine to define frequency domain allocation of

resonances expected in the system. (Tony and Bri
an, 2000)

A benchmarking activity was undertaken to

comprehend the competitive vehicle's body struc
ture and performance. There are a number of

noise and vibration sources that affect the vehi-
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Fig. 1 The typical process of road noise analysis

2. Experimental Procedures

vehicles needed and made it possible to reflect the

results of designing for road noise reduction.
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The characteristics of road noise were obtain

ed through a baseline test. The coupling effects

between the body structure and the acoustic cavi

ty of a compartment were obtained by means of

modal tests for structure and acoustic cavities.

The local stiffness of joint areas between the

chassis system and the body was determined by

measuring the input point inertance. Noise sensi

tivities of the body joints to operational force

were obtained a test for the measurement of the

noise transfer functions. (Kang-Ho and Seung

Jin, 2003)

2.1 Road noise
As shown in Fig. I, three typical parts are con

sidered in the design process. The first part is the

exciting source, the second is the transfer path,

and the final part is the response. In passenger

vehicles, the power train and road loads arc ma

jor input sources. Tires, suspension, body struc

ture, and cavities arc included in the transfer path.

The improvement of the respOJ se is the final goal

of the NVl-l analysis.

ele's body. Noise and vibration occur because the

power delivered through bumpy roads, the en

gine, and the suspension results in the resonance

effect in a broad frequency band.

Vibration arises at low frequency bands of less

than 50 Hz through the steering and the Ooor, and

is determined by factors of frame stiffness, in

cluding bending, torsion, and lateral vibration

mode. Noise pertaining to the body attachment

stiffness occurs at high frequency bands of 100 to

600 l-I7.; its main factors arc the stiffness of the

engine, suspension mounting points, and sensitive

panel. (Ki-Chang and Suk-Iu, 2000)

The ride and noise characteristics of a vehicle

arc alTected signitlcantly by the vibration trans

ferred to the body through the chassis mounting

points in the engine and the suspension. It is

known that body attachment stiffness is an im

portant factor for noise reduction. According to

the sensitivity of the NY H performance, the body

auaehment stiffness has the power to influence

idle noise and road noise. (LMS and HMC Tech

nical Report, 2001) A high stiffness helps to im

prove tbe flexibility of the bushing rate tuning. A

development goal of body attachmem stilTness is

generally suggested to be more than 5-10 multi

ples of the bush dynamic stiffness. (LMS and

[-fMC Technical Report, 2001)

This paper describes a design optimization pro

cess thar increases the body attachment sritlness at

the vehicle's body mounting points through which

the sources of noise, including engine, suspension,

and road surfaces, are delivered to the vehic:lc's

body.

As for the body attachment stiffness, a theo

retical analysis was conducted on the factors of

member section types. As a result of the compari

son in a mounted suspension, the analysis data is

comparable to the test data if the exact test con

ditions are reflected with the mass clTecl, indud

ing the accelerometer, rigid block, bolt. and weld

nut. From these results, there is general agreement

between the measured and predicted responses.

This enabled us to find the points where the body

attachment stiffness is weak and to suggest design

modifications to improve these weak parts. These

pre-design proced urcs reduced the number of test
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The road noise load is developed from a road

surface profi Ie that is measured either from a test

(rack road surface or from a chassis dynamometer

lIsed for evaluating road noise. The profile is con~

verted from height vs. distance to a frequeney

based input spectrum based on the vehicle speed

used when evaluating road noise. The surface

data measured from the chassis roll is shown ill

Fig. 2. (Ji-Un anc! Walter, 2003)

Having the mad surface data in height vs. dis

lance format permits the conversion LO a spectrum

of height vs. spatial frequencies. The process of

converting the road surface data from height vs.

distance is done with a Fast I:olll'ier Transform

(1- FT).

The approach used to develop the road noise

load considers the Power ::i'(:ctral Density (PSD)

and performs a power fur ction regression analy

sis in a range of I.Iscl'lil wave numbers (from 0.001

cycles/mill 10 0.010 cycles/mm). An expanded

PSD with a regression analysis is shown in Fig. 3.

In this graph, the blue curve is the bast Fourier

Transformed curve, and the red eurve is the re

gression of the blue curve.

This spectra I representation of road noise IS

independent of vehicle speed. Therefore, once the

mad surface has been measured, it can be used for

other vehicle simulations and speeds.

MSC.NaSlran was used as a solver because it

is easy to usc the enforced displacement ill the

frequency domain. Generally, the measured re

sponses remain bel ween the upper and lower

bounds of the prediued responses. The averaged

road nobe response is compared to the measured

and predicted responses measured at driver's car

and rear scat position, as shown ill I.'ig. 4. From

these results, general agreement, between the mea

sured and predicled responses can be seen. (.Ii Un

and Waller, 2003)

2_2 Body attachment stiffness

The automotive body structure must have suf.·

ficient stiffness at the power train and suspen-
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sion attachment points. The body attachmem stiff~

ness takes ad vantage of the isolation provided

by bushings. High stimless helps to improve the

flexibility of the bushing rate tuning bctween the

road noise and handling performance. (Ki~Chang

and SukJu, 2000)

The body attachment stiffness serves as a route

design ai med at isolating the vibration generated

inside the vehicle due to the exciting force of the

engine or suspension ,IS shown in Fig. 5.
The body altachlTlellt stillness is one of the

key NV]-[ targets for most vehicle mantlfaClurers.

Generally, a design guide fi)r target stillness is

5'~ to times greater than the bush dynamic stitf·

ness.

Accord ing to the sensitivity of the N V1·1 per

formance, hody attachment stillness is a main

factor of idle noise and road noise as shown in

Fig. (1, and it has the inlluence power equal to

30% of idle noise comparison and 40% of road

noise comparison. (LMS and HMC Technical

Report, 200 I)

The object of the test for measuring inertance

is to estimate the stiffness of the body joints to

wh ieh lhe i.:hassis components arc attached. The

stillness of thc structure can bc estimated by

c.'" lUre Pall- I .t~~.(., 1:.~

6. \ Bush) II y

t.;
t. ••. ,., ' ,. "\(.:'(llF'Il,IU
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Frame dIll

Fig. 5 Schematic diagram of bush mounting pans

means of its inertance, which is defined as the fre~

queney response functions between the accelera~

tions or structures as responses and the forces as

inputs. Partienlarly, the local stiffness of a strnc

ture can be estimated by the input point inertance

that makes use of the spectra of acceleration and

force measured at idcntical positions.

The test of the body iltt,lChmwt stitTness was

conducted on the major mounting points of a

vchide with the lour corners of ih body tixed

with air ride, as shown in Fig. 7. Excitation was

applied in XYZ directions ncar the points where

the stiffness was to be measured. Responses were

acquired at either the Ilat areas near the excitation

points or at the center of the bush illller pipe.

The test results of the body attachment stiffness

are in the FR F curve data, as shown ill Fig. 8.

The stiffness level and sensitive frequency band

arc recorded in the data distribution. The stiffness

dat<J is used for the analysis of part~ that fail to

meet the target stifTness at a pertinent frclIueney

band. The target frequency band is between 200

and SOO I-Iz.
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Fig. 8 The te~t data in mounting p(l~itioll of ~llb

frame

In Pig. 8, the horizontal axis is a frequency

band <lnd the vcrtical axis is the level of accelera

lion. As a reslllL of the mounting position of the

subframe, the X -direction (before and after) ancl

the Z-direction (upper and lower) curves arc sat

isfied with the target stiffness curve. But, the Y

direction (left and right) curve, compared with

the target stiffness, is necessary for the stiffness

enlargement to improve bush isolation for road

noise perfoTllwncc.

·Fig. 10 The procedures of body atulchmellt stillness

analysis

constructing the hall' model, the trim line \Dust be

set after considcring the points of analysis; and

the shape and welding status of mounting points

should be correctly reflected in the analysis

model.

The modal response analysis was used in the

analysis of the body attachment stiffness. The

3. Analysis Procedures

Fig. 9, shows the body dcsign process of thc

rear suspension attachment points for road noise

performance. After deciding on the suspension

type, we obtained the static force in order to find

main load direction from the chassis group. After

obtaining Ihe reslIlL data, the result was in an up

and'-down direction li'om the rear slrut and rear

cross member attachment parts, while the trailing

arm was ill a front-to-rear d ircction. The analysis

condition WaS that the excitation points were at

the center of the bush inner pipe and the bottom

or the bolt; the response point was the center of

the bush inner pipe.

Fig. 10, shows the procedure of the body at

tachment stin-ness analysis. A detailed mesh and a

half trimmed FE model werc used to reduce the

CPU lime in the high frequency range. When

liel::1 F::E :.h"j".

l
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stiffness level and sensitIve frequency band are

recorded in the data distribution. The normal

mode analysis was used to analyze parts that

failed to meet the target stiffness llt a pertinent

frequency band. Alier applying the improvement

methods, this paper analyzes the mounting points

to see if they meet the target stiffness.

MSC.Nastran SOL III calculates the modal

values by using modal sriffness and modal mass

matrix and it is also known as a modal response

analysis. This analysis type is used to locate the

parts whose vibration levels are relatively high

and to est.imate the body mounting stiffness. If the

parts Llil to meet target stiffncss level at produc

tion, improvement methods can be found through

proper oscillation analysis at the frequencies lhat

arc suspected to be problematic.

3.1 Comparison between the full and half

model

In this paper, the half model was constructed

by considering the boundary conditions and the

analysis time. After obraining the analysis re

sults, borh the rull and half models showed re-

markable similarity in the 100 to 800 Hz frequen

cy band, as shown in Fig. I l. During the analysis,

the half model was more efrective in terms of the

time taken and hard disk space needed.

In rhe body attachment stiffness analyses eOll

ducted on the ourer mounting point's Z-direction,

excitation was applied in various directions near

the points whose stiffness was to be measured.

The responses were acquired at the flat areas near

the excitation points.

To verify the analysis results according to the

boundary conditions, the half model's trim line

was constrained to six degrees of freedom to esta

blish a fixed model while setting up a free model

with PARAM, AUTOSPC, and YES modes. The

results of the analyses in both cases are proved

that the analyses are the same. However, if the

A UTOSPC mode is nor taken into account in the

rree model, the analyses results differ from each

other. A UTOSPC automatically constrains the

degree of freedom with a very (ow stiffness level.

If the AUTOSPC takes, it automatically con

strains a singularity when there's II singularity

pro blem in the stiffness matrix.

(a) Full model (b) fluff mtldcl

3,2 The influence of weight factors

To reflect the exact test conditions in the analy

ses, the weight of the test elements, including an
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Fig. 11 The comparison between lull and halfmodcl

(a) Weighr f<ll;Lors of test condition

(h) Thc modeling methods of body attachment parts

Fig. 12 The influence or test weight factors
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accelerometer, rigid block, bolts, and weld nut,

was concentrated in the mounting hole. In this

paper, two modeling guides arc suggested to re

nect the real shape and mass effect of a veh ide as

shown in Fig_ 12_

As a result of the comparison, we found that

the solid model reflected both the weight and the

moment or inertia more accurately when com

pared to (he test data when the weight or mass

clements was concentrated_

3.3 The influence of section shape

If a body mounting point's section is box-shap

ed, il is more erfect ive in absorbi ng loads put

onto t11e point through the body mounting seC

tion, and it minimi7_cs the thickness of the pands

compared with an open-shaped section_ Fig_ 13,

compares the inl1l1el1ce of open and closed sec

tions on the body mounting point in a simplified

manner.(Kj--Chang and Suk--Ju, 2000)

I n order to secure the same s( iffness as a closed

section type needs to satisfy the following for

mul,l.

I -, 1 ( 3 I '
12 IJI'---iT L-2/.) (fJ-2t j ) =-12 Ui

t2=-y/I/3_-), (L-2t,) (J1-n)3

(1)

Then, the values of t2 according to the values or

H can be stated by the following_

Here, the panel thickness of the closed SC(;-

tion is 3,0 nun_ [1' the height (L) or the closed

box seclion is 30 mm, the panel thickness of the

open box section is necds to be 80 mlll in order to

achieve thc same stiffness_

3.4 The application of the design process

To accurately understand weak mounting po

ints and in search of effectivc improvement meth

ods, applkation cases were arranged on thc rear

strut mounti ng point or Ilon--packagc tray veh icles

during the initial stage or design as shown in

Fig_ [4_

(a) The MlaehmclH parts or rcar strut

Table 1 A rcquircmcnt thickness ([2) in open scc~

lion compared with a height un in closed
section

til

Fig. t3 'I'he shape or open and closed section box

pen h x
11
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Fig. 14 The analysis data at illitial stage or design
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(c) The pariS of dc:i 11 moc!llh:311U!l

The rem slispension's strut is mounted on the

rear shot:k absorber hOllsi ng; a high level of

mou nting stiffness against road noise is important

in this mounting point. After conducting a mount

ing stiflness analysis on the real' shock absorber

hOllsing mounting point, we found that the vi

bration level was relatively high at two frequen

cies; bet ween 200 and 400 Hz, and at around

600 H7.

4. The Results of Body Attachment
Stiffness

The normal mode analysis was used to find

the points where the stilliless level was rel<ltively

high at given frequcncy bands; the points where

the distortion level was significantly high wcre

analyzed and a reviscd design was developed.

The front side of the rear wheel housing inner

panel was found to be sensitive part at a 200 to

400 I[7. frequency band. The sensitivity of this

point to vibration is more significant in coupc

and 5-door vehicles with no package trays. There

fore, the sensitivity of the pUrl at the junction

point with the (loor needs to be strengthened.

The upper mounting point of the rcar strut was

found to be a sensitive point at around 600 Hz.

The stiffness of the points near this mounting

point needs to be strengthened.

The first design modiCication was adding a ver

tical reinforcement in the junction between the

rear nom and the rear wheel housing inner panel.

As a result, the vibration level of the rcar suspen

sioll mounting points decreased between the 200

and 400 Hz frequency band; however the peak of

600 I-J z was not atTeered,

The second design modification W,lS to include

two bulk heads in the body attachment str cture

of the rear strut in order to increase the local

stiffness level at around 600 Hz, As shown in

Fig. 15, the vibration level at around 600 Hz de

creased and the frequency around 600 Hz moved

ro the rear.
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Fig. 16 shows the comparison of the test data

and the analysis data of the body attachment stiff

ness at the front and rear suspension mounting

points. A rter the comparison, it was found that

the analysis data is similar to the lest data.

This analysis procedure makes it possible to

lind out the lVeak points before a proto car is

asscm bled, and to propose proper design guidc

lines ill order to improve the stillness of the

body structure for improved road noise perform

ance.

Fig. 15 The improvcll1cnl <\ccording to design

modi rication
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ing points, and evaluated the level of accuracy of

these analyses through correlating the test rcsulls

and the analysis results.

Using package tray pass-through structures to

increase the body attachment stiffness of the SllS

pension mounting points is expected to minimize

road noise by isolating the vibration or the bush

mounted unit.

Vehicles with good NVH performance can be

designed at the initial design stage and red LIce

the number of proto vehicles used during devel

opmenL. These improvements can lead to a shor

tening of the time needed to develop better vehi

cles.
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[n this paper, \Ve suggested an analysis process

for calculating lhe body altachmerH stillness at

the suspension mount.ing points of a vehicle for

improved road noise performance. A vehicle with

a high stiffness and light weight is a key goal in

the refinement of passenger cars to meet cus

tomers' requirements of NVH performance and

fuel economy.

According to the sensitivity of the NVT1 per

formance, body attachment stilliless is a main

factor of road noise; and il has the power to

influence up to 40% of the total road noise.

We established techniques for the analysis of

mounting stillness on the vehicle body's mount-




